First Call for Papers

The theme “Understanding Minds” of the KogWis2020 reflects two perspectives: The conference provides a forum for all topics in the study of how minds – both human and artificial – operate. The theme also puts a specific spotlight on how cognitive systems make sense of the world, in particular in language comprehension and communication.

Submission process:

We invite researchers to submit papers on any topic in cognitive science. Contributions can be submitted for oral or poster presentation. All submissions are limited to two pages. The first page should contain the title, keywords, and the description of the work. The second page may ONLY be used for additional materials such as references, tables and figures.

Please also note the following requirements:

- Prepare your abstract by using the word/Latex templates provided here: http://www.kogwis2020.uni-freiburg.de/call-for-contributions
- KogWis2020 has a BLINDED REVIEW PROCEDURE: Please make sure that the paper submitted for review does not include author information, or your submission will be rejected. However, leave enough space to include all author and affiliation information in the final version of your accepted submission.
- References must be formatted in APA style
- Submissions must be uploaded as pdf

The submission deadline is May 4th 2020. Notifications of acceptance will be sent at the end of June. We are looking forward to your contributions.
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